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Preface

This document is used to explain the installation procedures, and related 

setting and operation methods for the exhaust sold by iPE. 

Important Messages 

This set of exhausts developed by iPE improves the exhaust of the original 

vendor. There is an inductive power supply function between the car key 

and the car for many vehicle models. Therefore, the car key should be kept 

away from the car with a distance of at least five meters to maintain safe 

conditions. 

The exhaust of a car immediately after driving still has a high temperature. 

Thus, please wear heat insulating gloves to replace an exhaust, or wait to 

perform the replacement procedure until after the temperature has come 

down to avoid burns. Since the valve is set to open automatically, do not let 

the valve open too early in order to prevent the generation of resonance. 

The opening of the valve is recommended to be configured to 60% of 

throttle pedaling. For detailed settings, refer to instructions of the control 

box.

The IPE exhaust has been designed according to the engine data of the 

original vendor. If the horse power of the engine is increased through a 

computer upgrade, obvious resonance in conjunction with this exhaust 

could occur. IPE can also provide modified exhausts for such vehicles. 

Please contact us for further details.
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Installation Process 
This document is used to explain the installation procedures, and related setting 

and operation methods for the exhaust sold by iPE. There are a total of 5 five 

procedures. The necessary operation time corresponding to each of the 

procedures is as shown in Table 1.1 below. The following times are calculated 

based on one experienced technician working with one assistant. 

Step Content Estimated Time

1 Remove the Exhaust of the 
Original Vendor

2 Hrs

2 Install the IPE Exhaust 2 Hrs

3 Install Control Box & wiring 2 Hrs

Total 6 Hrs

Table 1-1
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Tools Necessary for 
Operation Procedures 
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Star wrench

Star wrench T

Allen wrench

Outer Hexagonal 
Wrench 

Anti-rusting oil

Torque Wrench

Transmission Jack 



iPE GOLF R Product 

Assembly Appearance
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Exhaust Tips 

Cylinder 
Body

Bucket Body  
Joint Pipe Section

Catalytic Converter
Cat-pipe

Rear pipe



1. Steps for Removing the Exhaust of the 

Original Vendor WWW.IPE-f1.com
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1.Detaching both left and right valves of the original vendor
Figure 1-1 red circle

2.Using transmission jack to shore up cylinder body ,and then 
using 13mm outer hexagonal wrench to remove cylinder body(both 
sides) Pic 1-1red narrow

Pic 1-1

Pic 1-2

3.Using 13mm outer hexagonal wrench to remove connecter side 
Pic 1-2 red circle 

4.Removing lug(both sides) Pic 1-2 see red arrow ;original cylinder 
body removed completely
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5Using H8 Allen wrench to remove Shaft cover Pic 1-3 red circle 

6.Uisng M10 12Torque Wrench Transmission shaft Pic 1-3red narrow

Pic 1-3

Pic 1-4

7.Dismantling Insulated aluminum Pic 1-4red narrow 

8.Using 13mm outer hexagonal wrench to Shaft holder  Pic 1-4 red circle 

9.Using 13mm outer hexagonal wrench to remove lifting lug seats
Pic 1-4 blue circle 
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Pic 1-5 Pic 1-6

10.Using H6 allen wrench to remove Turbine end beam ring
Pic 1-5 red narrow

11.Using 13mm outer hexagonal wrench to remove OE factory
Catalyst holder(both sides) Pic 1-6 red circle 

Completion

12.Moving Transmission shaft to one side, and use 22mm
outer hexagonal wrench to remove O2 sensor Pic 1-7 red circle

13.Dismantling OE factory catalytic converter Pic 1-8 red circle

Pic 1-7 Pic 1-8



Steps for Installing IPE Exhaust 
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※ Warning: When you install exhaust system, the pipe body and 

the car still maintain at least 15mm spacing as best as possible to 

adjust chassis heat shield if there’s necessary

1.Install the IPE exhaust pipe and lock O2 sensor  
Table 2-1

2.Moving back the Propeller Shaft by using M10 12 barrel lock 
Figure 2-1 red circle 

3.Holding Propeller Shaft using a 13mm Ratchet Wrench and 
Insulation board

Pic 2-1

4.Using H6 Allen wrench to lock turbine end outlet beam ring
5.Using 13mm outer hexagonal wrench to lock catalytic converter 
left and right screws

Pic 2-2
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6.Mounting Middle silencer tube, and use 13mm outer 
hexagonal wrench to lock Pic 2-3 red circle lug Pic 2-3 red narrow

7.Plusing 5mm Gasket above Fixed beam and use 13mm outer 
hexagonal wrench to lock on Pic 2-4 red narrow

Pic 2-3

The thickness of 
gasket 5mm

Pic 2-4

※ Spacing must larger than 10mm and aligning center at pic 2-4 circle ※
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8.Dismantling original lifting lug seats, then substituting with 
IPE lifting lug seats and using 13mm outer hexagonal wrench to 
lock on Pic 2-5 red narrow

9.Using 13mm outer hexagonal wrench to lock Ball head beam 
ring Pic 2-5 red circle 

Pic 2-5

圖2-6

10.Using 13mm wrench to lock rear pipe Pic 2-6 red narrow
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11.Using 13mm outer hexagonal wrench to lock 
up tail tips Pic 2-7 red narrow
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※When adjusting tail tips, you should left space 10mm~15mm. You can 
fine tuning ball head at pic 2-5 red circle.

Pic 2-7



編號 品名 編號 品名

1 黃線 / 油門訊號線 6 電磁控制閥

2 棕線 / 接地線 7 真空壓力儲筒

3 紅線 / 電源線 8 三通接頭

4 (停用) 9 控制主機

5 單向閥 10 壓力管線
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No. Item Name No. Item Name 

1
Yellow Wire / Accelerator 

signal line
6

Vacuum Canister 

2 Brown Wire / Ground Wire 7 Vacuum hose

3 Red Wire / Power Wire 8 Electric VacuumValve

4
Wire/ electromagnetic valve 

wire
9 3 way connector 

5 Valvetronic control box 10 One Way Valve

Fig. 3-1 shows the diagram of all control 

components and the corresponding connections. 

The description for related part names is listed in 

Table 3-2.
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7

6

10
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Pic 3-1
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Step3. iPE Valve control unit installation

Table3-1



Item 3

Item 2

Item10
Item 1

Valvetronic control unit element distribution diagram

Power connection should follow instruction in this manual.  Other 

hardware component could be connected according to individual 

vehicle specification.

Item 9

Item 6

Item 5

Item 8

Item 7
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1. Searching for vacuum source ， Pic 3-1 red circle 。
Dividing the vacuum pipe of the original with three-way 
pipe connected  Pic 3-1 red narrow

Pic 3-1

3.Locking Solenoid valve and Accumulator barrel around rear 
differential Pic 3-2 red circle 

Pic 3-2
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3. Solenoid wire introducing it into the car from the 
guard plate below the driving seat Pic 3-3 red circle 

Pic 3-3

Pic 3-4

4.Connecting green line no.4 (pic4-1) yellow line no.1 
joining with blue plug through throttle pedal

※ must note throttle Signal line Insulating coating. Connections must fixed.
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Pic 3-5

5.Connecting red line no.3 pic 3-1to Steering wheel The 
lower left Pic 3-5 red circle 

6.Connecting brown line no.2 table3-1 to Fuse housing on the 
right screw Pic 3-6 red circle 

完
成
後

Pic 3-6


